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Employment relat ionship has person subordinat ion, which means the  
employees must comply with the labor regulat ions formulated by employers 
while enjoying labor rights and performing labor obligat ions. Employers can 
dismissal employees for vio lating the labor regulat ion. However, the 
identification criter ia are too inflexible, vague and unpractical that more and 
more employers abuse these right to unfa irly dismiss employees. Up to now, the 
academia has already researched the identification criterion of disciplinary 
dismissal positively, but the most of the research are on theoretical level, some 
of them quote few cases, however, there are rare publications or theses 
absolute ly lied on cases. This essay selected some related cases on China    
judgments and decisions website. 
Through the studies and analys is of some sample cases, it intends to reflect 
the judge logic, considerable factors and controversial issues of identification 
criteria of disciplinary dismissal in the judic ial practice in China. Besides, 
combined with the cases, it raised some advice for court on case of dismissal for 
disciplinary vio lation inc lud ing princ ip les of review and specific measures. 
Furthermore, it aims to balance the conflicts between the employer right of 
dismissal and employee right of labor, in order to achieve the Fairness and 
justice in the society. 
This essay mainly contains five parts, which are introduction, three 
chapters and conclusion, and the following sections outline the structure of the 
whole essay: 
The first chapter explains the theoretical foundation of disciplinary 
dismissal criter ia, introducing the concept and characteristics of disciplinary 
dismissal and theoretical identification criterion of discip linary dismissal 
respectively.   














dismissal of the Chinese courts. First, it describes the approach of selection and 
basic information of the sample cases. Second, it analyses the controversial 
issues based on the sample. Finally, through the analysis of sample c ases, it 
summarizes the judge logic and considerable factors of Chinese courts in 
disciplinary dismissal cases and additiona lly, it analyses and draws a 
conclus ion discrepancy between court identification criterion and theoretical 
perspective.  
And the last chapter focuses on the Improvement of the identification 
criterion of disc iplinary dismissals. In terms of the establishment of princ ip les 
to review the disciplinary dismissal cases and the improvement of specific  
criterion of review, the courts should follow the following princ ip les: 
adaptability princ iple of punishment and offence, ult ima ratio, onus probandi; 
on premise of the following formal princip les, the courts should review cases on 
aspects of the legal effect of rules and regulations, the compliance of factual 
basis and the compliance of termination procedure.  
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一、选题背景与研究意义 























                                                                 













































                                                                 






































                                                                 
①
 该条例已由 2008 年 1 月 15 日国务院第 516 号令废止。 
② 贾俊玲,主编.劳动法学[M].北京:北京大学出版社,2003.107. 
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